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In what's becoming a growing trend for Thai Fight events, the Thai's once again easily routed
their less than stellar farang competition in a 7 fight shutout on the main card. Featured on the
first Thai Fight of 2013 were fan favorites like Sudsakorn, Saiyok, Iquezang, and Saenchainoi.

One of the top 70 kg fighters, Saiyok Pumphanmung, took on a game Thiago Texeira in one of
the few fights that went the distance. While Texeira was resilient enough to last until the final
bell, he couldn't mount any sort of offence throughout 3 rounds that would threaten the veteran
Thai. Saiyok won a unanimous decision win; his second in a row after dropping a loss via injury
to Dylan Salvador late last year.

In another big name fight, the well known Sudsakorn Sor. Klinmee took on the
not-so-well-known Veselin Veselinov from Russia. Veselinov looked good in the opening round,
pushing forward and landing a few big lefts. Sudsakorn seemed to take the shots as minor
annoyances more than anything and ramped up the pace in the second, dropping Veselinov in
the middle of the round. He kept the pressure high and eventually the Russian wilted, going
down to a hard shot midway through the third.
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In the final fight on the card, Saenchainoi Pumphanmung fought Jose Neto in a bout that
revealed the Thai's golden years may be behind him. Neto never hurt Saenchainoi, but he
stayed in the match far more than he should have. It was an overall sloppy affair, with
Saenchainoi already looking pudgy and slow from his jump to 68 kg. Regardless, he still won a
unanimnous decision over the Brazilian on all the judges scorecards.

Overall, the quality of the competition was a bit dissapointing. None of the foreign fighters stood
much of a chance against their Thai counterparts, which is strange considering there is so much
international skill at 70 kg and 68 kg. Hopefully this downward spiral in talent will not be a
mainstay of the event.

FULL RESULTS BELOW

Saenchainoi def. Jose Neto by Decision

Payakdam def. Ashley Bryne by TKO in Rd. 1

Sudsakorn def. Veselin Veselinov by KO in Rd. 3

Yodpayak def. Paulo Sergio dos Santos by KO in Rd. 1

Iquezang def. Behzad Rafigh Doust by Decision

Saiyok def. Thiago Texeira by Decision

Peemai JitMuangnon def. Jackson Alves de Souza by Decision
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